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Editor

and populationgenetics (see Lewis
1980 for postulates), but natural
I very much appreciateDr. Free- selectionremainsas the majorconman's commendatoryremarks on
cept in this theory.Allthreetheories
my articleand his callingattentionto
are very active today in guidingreJeremy Rifkin's excellent book, searchin biology.The modernform
publishedlast year. (Had the book of NS, the synthetictheory (SYN),
been availablebeforemy articlewas does not destroy its parent theory
written,I certainlywould have re- ratherSYN operatesin those places
ferredto it in the article,for it is so
where variationscan be related to
relevant.)I also agree withthe view specificgenes.
that livingmatteris not an exception
The 'theory of evolution" is a
to the Second Law of Thermody- misnomer.Really,evolutionis a sysnamics. In fact, I should have said, tem of the three majortheoriesand
"It appears that nonliving matter hundreds of subtheories (Caplan
attained the trick of homeostasis 1978, Tuomi and Haukioja 1979,
and became living matter, giving and Lewis 1980) with each of the
the illusion of circumventingthe many theorieshavingits own postuSecond Lawof Thermodynamics." lates. Taxonomic and phylogenetic
theories are usually subtheoriesof
DM. The theory of sexual selection
is
the best known subtheoryof NS.
Mayerand Berraon Evolution
And mimicrytheories that embody
In a Letter to the Editor (ABT
specific genes are subtheories of
43:4), WilliamV. Mayer commented
SYN.
on an article by Tim M. Berra that
Any teacher who gives her/his
described the work of CharlesDarwin studentsthe postulatesof the three
(ABT 42:8). I would like to extend
major theories and the postulates
Mayer's comments. Darwin gave us
of the subtheoriess/he teaches will
two major theories-the kinematic find that the teaching of evolution
'theory of descent with modification" is easier,and learningby the student
(DM) and the dynamic 'Itheory of
is faster.The factsfallinto an orderly
natural selection" (NS). As with all
and logicalarrayaroundthe postutheories, each of these theories is
lates.Some of the kindsof questions
structured around a set of ideas,
that can be asked abouteach theory
the postulates of the theory. (See
are given in a paperon the teaching
Lewis 1980 for lists of these postuof DM (Lewis, Drum, and Pitch
lates taken from the Origin of Spe1977).
cies.) Darwin'sgreatness lay in bringOnce one has the postulates of
ing together the right sets of ideas
)M, NS, and SYN at hand,andthen
and then, as noted by Berra, followcomparesthem with the postulates
ing out their logical consequences
of the creationists'so-calledtheories

MahadevaResponds

in thousands of directions.
In this century, the theory of natural selection has undergone modifications derived from gene theory
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Dr. Madhu N. Mahadeva's article,
"The Relationship of Human Behavior to Population Growth
Curves" (ABT 43:3) should be considered "must" reading. At a time
when evidence from many disciplines points to an impending crisis,
clear statements comparing our present with appropriate future values
can help us locate and weigh paths to
potential futures. I hope that
Mahadeva will expand on his ideas
for a larger audience -including
our representativesin Washington.
Projections of the future are often
filled with gloom. The path I seeand it is reflected in the post-inflection-era values of the article-is a
very hopeful and attractiveone if we
can, as a world community, turn from
the now-destructive values we have
cherished, including the exaggerated
materialism characteristic of both
capitalism and communism at present. If it is true, as I think it is, that
within limits set by physical laws and
human potential, reality follows
ideas, rather than the opposite,
Mahadeva's emphasis on values
transformation can contribute significantly to efforts to develop a sane,
viable culture.
I am sorry to see one flaw in this
fine and thought-provoking article,
the very frequent one of implying
that matter circumvents the entropy
law as it assumes characteristics of
living. In reference to this, I would
like to call your readers' attention to
an excellent book, Jeremy Rifkin's
Entropy,A New WorldOrder.
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